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Applied Incustrial Research can be, and generally is done
either in the works which undertake production or in laboratories.
PRODUCTION PL NT RESE..HCH:
It has the advantage of being very close .to production site
and, if crowned with success , its final adjustment will evidently be
easy to make . This, however, has numerous disadvantages.
Production disturbances:
First of all, research causes oarturbations in the normal
fabricating operations of the plant, having as a result lower, and
leis uniform production.
In point of fact, adjusting new devices sometimes causes many
changes to be made. While doing so, the oroduction units used for the
4rials often stand idle, thus giving a negligible yield.
The same situation arises when the trials cannot be carried
out consecutively but only at rather long interruptions. This is the
case, for instance, when a study of the products resulting from a test
takes a long time.
ck of )r,:;cision:
Research within the works often leads to lack of precision
due to unexpected varieti)as in raw materials or in working conditions
which create a dispersion ra ;skin.,, the influence of some purposely made
changes of a current incustrial process, or preventing the discovery
of the quantitative relationships existing; between the infuencing
factors and their affect . This is the-case, for instance, when
experimenting on blast - furnaces.
Sometimes, insufficient available space or the imperative of
production prevent precise measurements within the plant which would be
necessary to obtain a sufficiently true picture of the results.
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For instance, it does not take long for a working platform in a
steelmill to be encumbered by the necessary voluminous instruments
needed for -.pressure, flow and temperature measurements in open-hearth
furnace, The eminent research in this respect effected by Dr. Chesters,
which are reported in the wall-known I.S.I. Report No.38, admirably
examplify this situation.
Moreover, the dusty atmosphere and the often existing
vibrations affect detrimentally measurements or put but of adjustment
the sensitive devices.
Over and above all this, it often happens that materials
treated in industrial units do not show enough uniformity to allow
conditions of determined properly.
Expenses involved:
Research within the )roduction plant is often every expensive,
although it saves construction s,)ecial machinery; trials are made with
the equipment normally used in current pprod.uction but, as it has been
pointed out above, the time spent in tests restrains normal production
time and output diminishes, which also is expensive. On the other hand,
using the production equipment means making trials with a great volume of
material which represents a great expenditure too. Moreover, lack of accuracy
of the production -)lant trials leads very often to an increase in their
number, which brings about another increment to the total cost figure.
Finally production plant trials run the risk of disturbing the production
process, which might be very costly, inasmuch as the disturbances may
quite well show up only uith:r when the product is fabricated or when
it has been delivered to the customer, if defects are difficult to
detect. The dissatisfaction of the customer, because of those defects,
might have really inadverse consequences. On the other hand, the
introduction on the market of products having undergone a Modificat%on
may draw the attention of possible comaetitors or cause discontent
among customers if the oproducts in question have not attained the
required quality.
secrecy of research:
Finally, it should be em,ohasizod that research made at
the production plant is difficult to conceal. Too many people on the
staff are aware of what is takin,7 place, if they are not fully
acquainted with all the facts. Research awakens curiosity arad,it often
happens that strangers to the :proprietary enterprise might get infor-
mation about the trials, when on the premises of the )roduction plant.
Laboratory research:
,,ll the fore-mentioned disadvantages fully justify small
scale laboratory research. as trials are made on small volumes of
material, the expenses herewith are consequently small. Precision of
measurement is generally better in a laboratory than in a plant,
because of the more convenient environment: in addition, it is easier to
work on specimens uniform in quality and temperature, Moreover, it is
less difficult to keep the trials secret and these interfere in no
way with current production.
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Problem of extra .)ol-Iatingg laboratory results:
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However, extrapolating laboratory scale results to
industrial practico is generally a difficult oor Dblem and often cannot
be done.
The main re-son of it is the fact that the ratio of area to
volume is far greater in laboratory tests than in industrial practice.
hceerding to the case, results of extrapolation will be very different.
For instance, heating, of voluminous bodies creates conditions which are
difficult to r.e moduce in a laboratory. In such a case, the 'burface
of the body is heated at a far greater rate than the inside, slowing
down heat exchange with the environment or creating internal stresses
which may lead to cracking or ru,?tore.
it small-sized soecimen in a colder environment cools off
very quickly, in some cases too quickly to give time to )erform
operations which usually may easily be done on an industrial-scale.
Steel, for instance, cannot )ractically be hot-rolled to sheets less
than 0.08 in (2 mm) thick or wire less than 0.2 in (5 mm) in diameter.
Because of too high a value for the area/volume ratio, walls
of laboratory containers exert a far greater influence on processes
than the walls of industrial equipment. Current metallurgical refractories
re-.ct too proinptly with liquid metals when they are used in laboratory
crucibles, giving off, therefore, impurities. When used in industrial
equioment, the same refractories react relatively less. s a result,
laboratory crucibles should be made of s oecial resistant refractories
which do not react as usual linings.
1•nether exam;)le of the i; i )ortaLnce of areas are the
capillary phen'jmunons which Dl-,,y a far lr:ater part in laboratory tests
than in industrial ,ractice. Solid -)articles suspended in liquids
set with difficulty, or not at all on a laboratory scale. Moreover, it
is often difficult, if not impossible to take specimens for analysis or
observations from a laboratory unit without causing great disturbances
to the process. On the other hand, this can easily be done in industrial
practice.
,lt any time when labour or maintenance expenses play an
important )art in the cost of a fabrication, laboratory tests will
give no information of use for economy calculations.
From what has been stated above, it follows that it is very
often impossible to extrapolate laboratory scale results to industrial
practice. Laboratory tests must, therefore, be completed with
exeeriments made within the )lint.
However, if the industrial scale tests are made in the
)reduction plant, they present the disadvantages already enumerated -
except that they will come to a successful end sooner, having been
proceeded by laboratory tests.
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Taking in account what has been said before , one naturally
comes to the conclusion that industrial research must incorporate
an intermediate starve where the tests are made on a medium or semi-
industrial scale , half way between laboratory and industrial production
scale.
tit this stage, it is pra,:tica.lly necessary to have available
Specially installed prenises which will be called pilot station or
plant, according to their size. its a matter of fact, the object is to
have available a plant which will enable production to be made on a
reduced industrial scale. These facilities are generally devised to
allow easy modification of equipment and more numerous and precise
measurements as is generally the case in normal production.
Choice of the plot olwnt c .)acity_
While planning a 'pilot station Dr plant, the most important
question is to decide on the scale of production. The more the pilot
plant capacity differs from planned industrial production, the lower
will be the expenses involved and the results of extrapolation less
accurate. Evidently, there only exist compromise solutions.
In most cases, pilot plant capacity sh)uld be chosen at no
less than 1/8th the planned industrial production, which gives a ratio
of 1:2 for linear dimensi )ns in case producti ^n varies ;-)roportional
to the volume, which happens rather frequently. For economy reasons)
pilot plant capacity is tome-times chosen down to 1/20th of the planned
aroduction, that is to say a ratio of 1 : 3 for linear dimensions.
Hereafter are some examples: •
r
't the experimental station of IRSID, at Maiziered-lea-Meta,
experiments are being; made with a size-ton furnace whereas in France, at
the present time, current or,oduotion steal furnaces have capccitias from
20 upto120tons.
The experimental furnace of the International Flame Research
Committpe at Ijmuiden , has linear dimensions ap-)roximately half of those
of the open-hearth furnaces of the production plant.
In the same way, the low-shaft furnace at the metallurgical
plant of Ougree is used as an experimental blast-furnace and, as such,
runs on 50 tons of coke per day while European blast-furnaces need daily
be ^ween 200 and 1000 tons.
The situation was different when choosing; the size of the
pilot coking? plant at Marienau, ,which was built jointly by Charbonnage9
de France the Saarbergwork and IRSID. For this plant, the coke ovens
have been given the same width and height as normal production ovens,
while length was reduced to half the normal size. Therefore, the
production of an experimental coking cell was set at 50% of the out?xrt
of a full size industrial oven. Th. choice of this size
I
dictated by physical consi,'er.ti ins. The coking process c'enende
too, much upon heat transfer inside the char-le as well as upon the way
coal compresses in the cell under its own weight. This last case
illustrates fairly well the limits of using small production pilot
stations. HL,wcover, the Merienau pilot plant is only equipped with
four ovens, that is tan to fifteen times loss than a normal coke on
battery. When industrial production in a plant is assumed by a great
number of small prcrducti:on units, it is easy to reach a small output,
without much ch:_n• in the sole pf the test but this is rather seldom
the case.
Passing to industrial .:)r 'ducti gin:
In some cases , it can be anticipated that the pilot plant
will pass to current prod uction after satisfactory teste have been
completed . In this manner , it will pay off at least a part of the
capital invested . If such is the case, the plant may be constructed
on a less reduced scale and extrapolation will be more reliable.
This implies , however, that tht c ost of the ^Alot plant production would
not be too high . In this respect, the pilot plant is handicapped by
its small size . Small size construction demands proportionally larger
investments on the basis of annu al turnover than erecting a big factory.
On the other hand, pilot plant equipment generally devised for replp .cement
and extra measuring devices increase the cost of the installation beyond
the investment required to erect of production plant of the same
capacity . From the foregoing it may be consir'ered that cases in which
a pilot plant having coi,.Aoted its tests can be used for industrial
production are rather sel(lom . However, when the pilot plant product
is a novelty and its market yet limited , there is ne; risk of compettti-ar
by the big fact )riees producing at low prices . The pilot plant can,
therefore , produce a roarkota 'bL. pr c'uct for a certain time.
This is not the case for an iron ore direct reduction plant
using reducing gases, where the pilot installation cannot be economically
sound as a production unit: if the ;n oceess would produce 'ofits on
a pilot plant scale, it would Give still more on a tenfold scale. 11s a
result , big plants would be erected within a short time as the sale
of the product is guaranto,oc', on a vary large scaly if price is low.
-administr ati n pr *ler o of the pilot ;plant:
ttdministr,atin --ilot stations )r -plants is often very
expensive . Their equip r.,-ant should be, therefore, used to the utmost.
However, this use cannot often be continuous because of series of
tests generally demands compilation of results and. their interpre•
tation before any new rese.rch programme can be initiated. Of course,
every thing should be done to reduce id.lc: time to a maximum.
Other idle. time results from repairs or mod ifications of
equipment . Great care must be taken t o maintain it to a minimum. In
this respect, the pilot plant should be able to dc. promptly the
necessary repairs or changes. To do so, the pla nt will have to have
attached to it a maintenance shop and a small designin; department
if none is already available in the nei;hbourhood.
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During Seri ^^'s of testing, plenty of manpower is often needed.
Between these pericds, employment is a difficult problem to solve. To
remedy this the pilot plant can ba erected in the vicinity of a large
fact pry soo that workers may be obtained on a i art time lore; basis.
t.nother y)ossibility consists of rouging several pilot stations at the
same place and eras:.` 'ink manpower in r-otati::,n. This is a solution which
has been ad oted by large; research institutes, such as CERCH R or IRSID.
In such a case, the maintenance de_xirtmont is centr alized with evident
advanta as.
Liaison between lab )r':t rvand ^i1 l«nt:
When testing on a Filet p l:nt scale is very expensive it
may be possible to reduce costs by a _)reliminary study in the laboratory.
This a_oes not mean that pilot elannt scale testing is not necessary.
We might give several x-mples where a pilot plant was necessary to
check the trend cf laboratory research. In fact, testing in the oro-
ducti.on )lar_t is often too inaccurate to be sure that laboratory tests are
made in corditi.-)ns close eneu-h to industrial )ractice. In this case,
only pilot plant trials may be able to evaluate the laboratory tests.
It hap ens that a rather good correlation can be set up between both.
When such correlation has been ascertained, the bulk of testing; may
be 'serf _,rmed oon a lab oratory scale with reduced control testing by the
pilot plant.
4
The International Flame 1-kosearch Cor_rAttee at Ijkuden is
acting actually in such a way while testing liquid or gaseous fuels.
Research on the subject of recirculatin of combustion: lases is made on
reduced scale rro dels of the Al or gas burning pilot furnace. Then, some
control runs are ormo^ with the pilot furnace to check that analogy
laws have boon f ,llowod.
The saix-,e xa.cticu has bean adopted at Marienau Research Station
• where different coal blen,. s --re first tested in a 900 lb oven (400 kg)
before testing the best bljud±s in the pilot coke ovens. We would like
to insist on the merits of such a ^_r ,ceduro.
Full scale oi.lct 1' ants°
The ,pr,--,sent pap r would not be complete if nothing was said
,on the feasibility of usin , a normal )r :xluction factory as a pilot plant,
where ex)erimentin:- would carrier': out en a full scale . The necessary
steps should be taken , of cnursf , to avoid the a lready mentioned
disadvantages which g nerally occur when research is ) rformed in a
producti on plant . , ccordin - to the circumstances, soome . o- all of
following steps sh.:uld be taken:
- fabricate -products as re ularly as possiblo
- study the effects of, systematical changes in sup )lies or
nature of the °orar'uct
- use nuroer '-us me.asurin ,_, devices.
r
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Of course, the administration of such a plant might be
vary expensive but we fool sure that the tests would live much
information and. prove remunerative, at least in the long run.
It is evident that only large corporations owing a great
number of dl ants could cjntamolate the expanses involved in operating
a pilot plant on a industrial scale. We re.7ret that, to our knowledge,
nobody has yet ventured t: do se. Theoretically, a group of companies
could do it but psychological difficulties are here much greater.
Just to giva -one o xam ole , it might be extremely interesting
to have available a pilot crushing _)lant able to work :n an industrial
scale . Nobody has been able, up to now, to chock comparatively the
work of big crushers used for breaking iron ores , so that any choice
based on ascertainod facts is nearly impossible.
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